A novel fiber optic sensor to monitor beef meat emulsion stability using visible light scattering.
Accurate control of the meat emulsification process for a consistent product quality entails the development of an on-line optical sensor technology to determine the optimum chopping end-point yielding minimum cooking loss and a fine texture. Previous studies suggested that light backscatter measurements can be used to monitor physical-chemical changes during emulsification in comminuted meat products if appropriate spacing between the emitting and detecting optical fibers is used. Light backscatter intensity from beef emulsions manufactured with different fat/lean ratio (0.075, 0.250, and 0.330) and chopping duration (2, 5, and 8min) were obtained using a dedicated fiber optic prototype. Optical measurements were collected at three radial distances (2, 2.5, and 3mm) from the light source using a fiber optic spectrometer (300-1100nm). Light backscatter intensity decreased logarithmically with increasing fiber optic spacing. Light propagation through the emulsion decreased significantly with increasing chopping duration and fat concentration. Cooking loss increased with increasing fat/lean ratio and with under- or over-chopping. The maximum emulsion stability was observed at 5min of chopping. Several optically derived parameters were found to be significantly correlated with fat loss during cooking. Typically, those correlations were observed to increase with decreasing fiber distance. Based on these findings, an optical configuration is proposed that would compensate for the emulsion heterogeneity, maximizing the existing correlation between the optical signal and the emulsion quality metrics.